The Big Mac Index, salaries and Currency Exchange
Ever since 1986 the Economist has published the
Big Mac Index – an informal way of measuring the
PPP – the purchasing Power Parity between
countries. The theory is that a dollar should buy
the same amount in all countries. The Big Mac is
produced in 120 countries. The Big Mac index has
been used to test whether or not the exchange rate
is correct. This has been called “burgernomics”.

**Pay can be compared in different countries by working out how many Big
Macs per hour workers earn. Look at the following table:

TASK 1 – WAGE COMPARISON
Question 1 [2]
Which country has the poorest wages? Which has the best?

34

Question 2 [11]
Australia is not listed. A teenager at McDonalds in NSW earns about $7.50 an hour.
Using a value of $4.35 for a Big Mac, how many Big Macs an hour does an
Australian earn? Where does that place us on the table? (use an arrow to indicate)
Do these workers get paid enough? Give reasons for your opinion.

How many Big Macs does a teacher on $55 000p.a. get per hour? What do you need
to assume?

What about a doctor on $142 000p.a. What have you assumed?

TASK 2 – WAGES IN BANGLADESH
Read the article about Bangladeshi workers. There have been riots in Bangladesh
about the minimum wage.
Question 3

[8]

How long is a normal working shift in the garment industry in Bangladesh?________
How much did Nargis earn a month (in taka)? _____________
Big Macs cost 200 taka in Bangladesh.
If you assume 20 working days a month, what is the Big Mac hourly rate for Nargis?
Show working.

If the unions get their pay rise, what will this new rate be? (in Big Macs)

Should Australians be prepared to pay more for clothes? Write at least two sentences.

McDonalds and Currency
TASK 3
The Big Mac Index can be used to determine if currency exchanges are correct. Some
economists advise investors to buy or sell currency based on this index of an everyday
food item. Your teacher will go through this example
Example: In the U.S.A. a Big Mac costs $3.22. One U.S. dollar was equal to $A1.29
in Australia in January. A Big Mac should cost 3.22  $1.29 = $A4.15 .
The actual cost was $3.45. This tells us that the Australian dollar is undervalued
against the U.S. dollar: i.e. the U.S dollar is NOT $A1.29; it is actually worth less
than this. 3.22  $1.07 ( 3.45 = 1.07 ) gives the correct value and so $US1
Cost in Aust
Cost in US
= Big Mac
Exchange
rate

3.22

should be $A1.07. The Australian dollar is undervalued by 17% ( 0.22  100 )
1.29

according to the Big Mac Index.
Question 4

Real rate

[7]

In Thailand a Big Mac costs 62 baht. $US1 = 34.7 baht. In the U.S.A. a Big Mac
costs $3.22.
a) What should it cost in Thailand (in baht)?
b) The actual cost is 62 baht. Is the baht overvalued or undervalued?
c) What number of baht should $US1 be equal to according to the Big Mac
exchange rate?

d) What is the difference between what it is and what it should be according to
the Big Mac rate?
e) Write this as a percentage of what it is.
Question 5

[6]

In Switzerland a Big Mac costs 6.30 Swiss francs written as SFr6.30. $US1 =
SFr1.25. In the U.S.A. a Big Mac costs $3.22.
a) What should it cost in Switzerland?

b) The actual cost is SFr6.30. Is the Swiss Franc overvalued or undervalued?
f) What number of SFr should $US1 be equal to according to the Big Mac rate?

g) What is the difference between what it is and what it should be according to
the Big Mac rate?
h) Write this as a percentage of what it is.

1.29-1.07
= difference
between real
rate and Big
Mac Rate

